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Childrens Animal World Encyclopedia
A charming first animal encyclopedia bursting with facts, perfect for little learners ages
4-7 who want to know everything about the creatures they love. From elephants to
sharks to penguins, My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals is bursting with facts
about the wonderful world of animals-what they eat, what they do, where they live, and
so much more. Kids can even learn what makes an animal an animal, what makes a
mammal a mammal, and what it means to be be endangered or become extinct. Animal
folklore and legends are included to add cultural context and significance. Blending
adorable, simple illustrations with rich photography and lively text, My Encyclopedia of
Very Important Animals is a very important book for very important people, the perfect
first animal reference book for young readers.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and
senior high school students.
If you're wild about animals, this visual encyclopedia is the ultimate page-turner, bringing
our planet's creatures together in spectacular style. This inspiring children's reference
guide welcomes you to the animal kingdom where you can meet more than 1,500
species, ranging from ants to zebras and everything in between. Stunning pictures bring
you face to face with giant predators you know and love, including polar bears and
tigers, as well as mysterious microscopic life, including amoebas and bacteria. A variety
of animal habitats are shown in beautiful detail, while accessible information, additional
fact boxes, and amazing galleries complete the stories. A jaw-dropping spectrum of
animal types - from fish and birds to reptiles and mammals - provides a learning
experience like no other. Whether you're a budding naturalist or simply want to complete
a school project, The Animal Book has got it covered.
Plunge into the diversity of the animal kingdom in this Encyclopaedia of Animals. Packed
with over 500 creatures, every one is looked at in detail by a natural history expert. From
the tiniest sponge to the largest elephant, all entries are gloriously illustrated in this
spectacular celebration of life on Earth.
A First Reference Book for Children
For Little Animal Lovers Who Want to Know Everything
Illustrated world encyclopedia
The Definitive Visual Guide
The Animal Book

Kids will love learning all about the animal kingdom with
this spectacular sticker encyclopedia, packed with
fascinating facts and more than 600 stickers! This is the
perfect book for becoming an expert on the world's weirdest
and wildest animals. Readers will discover animals of the
sea, sky, and land from all around the world. By choosing
the sticker that fits in each space, they'll complete their
very own encyclopedia of animals. All of the stickers are
easy to peel and can be used more than once. The book
includes plenty of extra stickers that kids can use for
homework or to decorate their books with.
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Learn about all the weird and wonderful creatures of the
world in this encyclopedia.From the fierce and the gigantic
dinosaurs, to the tiny insects, this book is the key to
appreciating the incredible beauty of the natural world
around us. Every page is filled with colourful pictures and
illustrations that give life to information and inspire a
child for future discovery.
"Features a diverse selection of more than 400 of the
world's animals drawn from all species and all climates,
from apes to snakes, mammals to mollusks, and toads to
tropical fish. Packed with information on the anatomy,
habitat, lifecycle, and diet of each animal, and with
special fact boxes and maps. Includes more than 1200 full
color, detailed illustrations and over 400 color photographs
of the animals in their natural habitat"--Page 4 of cover.
Provides information about the physical characteristics,
habits, and behavior of such animals as hedgehogs, peacocks,
penguins, salamanders, and snakes.
The Complete Book of Animals
The Encyclopaedia Britannica
A Visual Encyclopedia of Life on Earth
Children's Animal Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia in colour
Photographic reference with facts about twenty-five hundred animal
species that detail animal habitats, life cycles, and conservation efforts.
Includes glossary and separately paged section at the end, Amazing animal
facts.
Simple, yet informative text combines with extraordinary photographys,
maps, animal facts and classification charts.
The childrenś animal world : encyclopedia in colour.The Hamlyn Children's
Animal WorldEncyclopedia in colourThe World Book Encyclopedia
An informative text which describes the habitat, diet, lifespan, and
breeding habits of the world's wildlife.
A Visual Encyclopedia
Sticker Encyclopedia Animals
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Animals of the World
Children's Encyclopedia of Animals
Contains 300 species!

Discover a love of the natural world, with this stunningly beautiful encyclopedia
for the youngest of readers. A fascinating and comprehensive visual full-color
guide to the wild, this book combines fascinating facts and eye-catching images
of animals, from fluttering hummingbirds to mighty elephants. Divided into six
chapters, it covers mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, amphibians, and invertebrates.
It's the perfect first reference guide for young children wanting to find out more
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about familiar and lesser-known animals. Perfect for children aged 5+.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for
future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this
book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence
any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
This encyclopedia highlights 20 different horses. Alongside colorful photographs
of both adult horses and foals, readers learn about the history, the appearance,
and the training of various horse breeds. Features include a horse diagram, a
coat color chart, information about horse care, a glossary, additional resources,
and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Abdo Reference is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Bursting with animal facts for kids, First Animal Encyclopedia reveals everything
kids want to know about the animal kingdom. From tiny critters that live on the
jungle floor to giant creatures that dwell in the depths of the ocean, First Animal
Encyclopedia reveals the mysteries of the animal world. Watch animals in action,
investigate their habits and find out their habitats in this first animal encyclopedia.
Kids will learn all about different animal groups, including mammals, reptiles,
birds, amphibians, insects and fish through beautiful colour images, quirky "Did
you know" fact boxes and engaging "curiosity quizzes" make learning engaging
and exciting. DK's First Reference is a great for children who want to explore the
world around them.
Animal Encyclopedia
The Children's Encyclopedia of Animals
The Encyclopedia of Unbelievable Facts
Family Encyclopedia of Animals
A First Reference Guide to the Animals of the World
Whether shark mad, dotty for dolphins or orca obsessed, this extraordinary
encyclopedia has all you need to know about life beneath the ocean. Full of fascinating
facts and stunning sea life photography, this book covers everything from the ocean
shores to deep sea creatures. Find out why octopuses release ink, why clownfish live in
anemone tentacles and where can you find a halloween crab. Based on the latest
research, this definitive guide to ocean life includes easy-to-follow information on
anatomy and behavior of sea creatures. It also includes fun fact-boxes, with
information you wouldn't believe! Perfect for children working on a school project, or
simply the ocean obsessed, the Children's Encyclopedia of Ocean Life is a brilliant
guide for kids aged 8+.
View the animal kingdom up close as never before in this breathtaking title, which has
already sold over 1.5 million copies. Written by 70 specialists, it features stunning
wildlife photography of more than 2000 of the world's most important wild mammals,
birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. With around two million species identified to
date, animals are the dominant and most varied form of life on the planet. Animal
presents a representative selection, ranging from the giant baleen whale, to fastmoving predators such as sharks, big cats, and birds of prey, as well as microscopic
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beetles barely 1mm long and other insects. It presents some of the latest species to be
described: meet the cute but elusive olinguito from South America, which was only
identified in 2013, or the skywalker hoolock gibbon that was named after a Star Wars
character in 2017. Animal also explains how the earth's biodiversity is in sharp decline
and the conservation projects underway to safeguard precious species. For each one, it
gives a locator map and statistics, including its conservation status. For anyone who
wants a reliable and enthralling reference, in which you can find the answers to
everything - from why zebras are striped or how the sunbear got its name - Animal is
your essential one-stop guide.
From the wings of the almighty albatross to the deadly facts of the great white shark,
Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! transports you into the jaw-dropping, heartthumping, pulse-racing world of the animal kingdom. Exploring everything from
habitats and ecosystems to senses and respiration, Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal! is
easy to follow and full of fun facts for kids. Bursting with amazing 3D images, the
animals are brought to life, from the tiniest of crustaceans to the mightiest of
mammals, in a brand new, all-encompassing animal expedition. Knowledge
Encyclopedia Animal! allows you to take a closer look at the ever-evolving world of
your favourite animals and is perfect for children aged 9 and up. Get ready to bring
the animal kingdom to rip-roaring life!
A fantastic selection of facts and, of course, lots and lots of stickers, to keep children
entertained for hours. Meet a huge range of baby animals, from favourite creatures to
animals you might not have heard of before! Learn about the different animal types mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates. Discover their habitats
and learn how they feed, grow, and play. Children will love searching for the right
stickers for each page, and fun scenes allow them to use their creativity to add stickers
freely. Fun facts mean kids learn as they go, too. For example, did you know that a
newborn ferret is so small that it can fit on a teaspoon? Or that when baby dolphins
play, they do somersaults in the air? A huge range of animals are featured, including
top trending animals such as quokkas, sloths, and hedgehogs. With more than 600
stickers, children will have plenty of creatures to choose to use in the book but to stick
elsewhere too. Some of the baby animals in this book are fluffy and some are scaly;
some of them live in the sea and some in the desert; but one thing they have in
common is that they are all adorable!
The Usborne First Encyclopedia of Animals
My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals
The children animal world : encyclopedia in colour.
First Animal Encyclopedia
Introduce your children to the strange animals of the world in order to increase
his/her knowledge of the kingdom animalia. The more a child knows about the
living world, the more aware he/she will be too. This awareness is the key to life
preservation on the planet. Get ready to hear your 1st grader identify more
animals than you would expect. Grab a copy today!
Heavens -v1. Physics today -v2. Chemistry today -v3. Planet earth -v4. Plant
world -v5. Animal world -v6. Human body -v7. Men and women of science; Index
-v8.
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DK First Animal Encyclopedia is loaded with spectacular photographs showing
animal habits and habitats. From aardvark to zebra, this ebook includes
fascinating facts about animals, giving children a wonderful head start on
learning about the animal world. This ebook is an ideal first reference guide to
the animals of the world.
Test your knowledge with 500 perplexing questions to bamboozle and delight
trivia buffs both young and old with The Encyclopedia of Unbelievable Facts.
How many kinds of germs live in your bellybutton? Which creature takes a threeyear-long nap? If someone asked you to spare a zeptosecond, how long would
that be? Has the Leaning Tower of Pisa ever been straight? And what exactly
happens to an astronaut’s dirty laundry? The dazzling facts are accompanied by
bright, whimsical illustrations and the questions are organized into 10 chapters:
Human Body, Science and Technology, Animals, Natural World, Space,
Mindbending Stuff, History, Customs and Culture, Our World, and Arts and
Entertainment. Written in simple, easy-to-understand language by author Jane
Wilsher, this stunning visual encyclopedia is ideal for fact-loving kids and a
perfect excuse to bring the family together for some top trivia fun.
The Horse Encyclopedia for Kids
First Grade Books
The Usborne Living World Encyclopedia
Children's First Animal Encyclopedia
Animals

A comprehensive volume of more than one thousand animals introduces the entire animal
kingdom, touring every corner of the planet and covering such topics as scientific and
common names, conservation data, habitat, and behavior.
Find out how the different animals survive, hunt for food, escape from danger,
communicate and raise their young; with more than 1500 photographs and illustrations,
this expert book takes you on a fascinating journey into the animal kingdom.
Color pictures of animals and myriad facts about them.
Presents a photographic reference with facts about twenty-five hundred animal species
that detail animal habitats, life cycles, and conservation efforts.
Children's Encyclopedia of Ocean Life
Animal
Knowledge Encyclopedia Animal!
Strange Animals Of The World : First Grade Science Series
The World Book Encyclopedia of Science
Explains the young life, habitat, life span, anatomy, types of, and size of many different
animals.
This encyclopedia highlights 150 different dogs. Alongside colorful photographs of both
adult dogs and puppies, readers learn about the history, appearance, and behavior of
various breeds. Features include fact boxes, information about the AKC breed groups,
notes about dog care, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Reference is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
DK First Animal Encyclopedia is loaded with spectacular photographs showing animal
habits and habitats. From aardvark to zebra, this book is packed with fascinating facts
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about animals, giving children a wonderful head start on learning about the animal world.
A first reference guide to the animals of the world
This is a fully illustrated encyclopedia of over 350 amphibians, reptiles and mammals from
around the world. It includes the venomous western diamondback rattlesnake of the
southern United States, the tree-dwelling flying lizard of south-east Asia, and the
extraordinary egg-laying platypus of Australia.
My First Encyclopedia of Animals
The Dog Encyclopedia for Kids
An Expert Reference Guide to 840 Amphibians, Reptiles and Mammals from Every
Continent
Life in the Wild
Encyclopedia of Animals
Let your child take their first look at the animal kingdom in My First Encyclopedia of Animals.
This beautiful first reference book boasts over 500 detailed colour illustrations covering
hundreds of species, including brilliant birds, cool reptiles and amazing marine life, as well as
animal habits and habitats. With a helpful guide at the beginning and fact boxes full of up-todate information, every child will love reading the pages of this comprehensive view of the
animal world. Kingfisher's My First Reference series is the perfect library for any child.
Featuring a comprehensive dictionary, thesaurus, encyclopedia and encyclopedia of animals,
this fun, informative and beautifully illustrated collection is a wonderful addition to bookshelves
everywhere.
A visual guide to animals, a detailed natural history introduction and over 1000 beautiful
artworks.
This is an exploration of the intriguing world of animals. The first section provides an overview
of animal evolution, behaviour, biology, classification, adaptation, habitats and current
conservation issues. The second section is an encyclopaedic survey of all the animal groups:
mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fishes and invertebrates. Special attention is paid to
endangered and vulnerable species.
The World Book Encyclopedia
Sticker Encyclopedia Baby Animals
A Dictionary Of Arts, Sciences, Literature And General Information (Volume I) A To Androphagi
Children's Encyclopedia Animal Kingdom
Children's Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingdom
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